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SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

F19a 

The Commission will not take testimony on this “substantial issue” recommendation unless 
at least three commissioners request it.  The Commission may ask questions of the 
applicant, any aggrieved person, the Attorney General or the executive director prior to 
determining whether or not to take testimony regarding whether the appeal raises a 
substantial issue.  If the Commission takes testimony regarding whether the appeal raises a 
substantial issue, testimony is generally and at the discretion of the Chair limited to 3 
minutes total per side. Only the applicant, persons who opposed the application before the 
local government (or their representatives), and the local government shall be qualified to 
testify during this phase of the hearing.  Others may submit comments in writing. 
 
If the Commission finds that the appeal raises a substantial issue, the de novo phase of the 
hearing will occur at a future Commission meeting, during which it will take public 
testimony. 
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Staff recommends that the Commission, after public hearing, determine that a substantial 
issue exists with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. 
 
The proposed project is construction of a new 235 sq. ft. public restroom facility with 3 
stalls and storage space and an approximately 1,000 sq. ft. plaza area with showers. The 
project also includes removal and replacement of the existing beach access stairway and 
the construction of an ADA accessible ramp leading from the sidewalk to the plaza 
(Exhibit 8). The proposed structure will be supported by a mat foundation and surrounded 
on three sides by an approximately 30-foot deep, steel sheet-pile bulkhead seawall 
(Exhibit 9). The project location is seaward of the Avenida del Sol cul-de-sac, which runs 
between the Hotel del Coronado and the Coronado Shores Condominiums; the site 
currently consists of sandy beach, a rock revetment, and a beach access stairway (Exhibit 
10). The project and its proposed shoreline protection device, a steel sheet-pile bulkhead, 
will replace the existing rock revetment, which is to be removed as part of the 
construction of the proposed project. The existing rock revetment was constructed in the 
early 1970s as part of the development of the Coronado Shores Condominiums.  
 
The City found that the proposed restroom facility is consistent with the City of 
Coronado certified Local Coastal Program (LCP) as well as the public access and 
recreation policies of the Coastal Act. Construction of new public facilities such as 
bathrooms are important support facilities for both visitors and residents, and are 
generally supported by the public access and recreation policies of the City’s certified 
LCP and Coastal Act. However, the development, as approved by the City, raises several 
LCP and Coastal Act consistency issues in regards to development in an area subject to 
present and future coastal hazards, construction of a shoreline protection device, new 
development on a sandy beach, and obstruction of public views. 
 
The appellants contend that placement of the proposed structure would violate LCP 
policies regarding: development of a structure that is likely to contribute to beach erosion, 
permitting of a seawall designed to protect a non-coastal-dependent use, development of 
a permanent building with insufficient distance from an eroding beach coastline and that 
requires shoreline protection from natural erosion processes, permitting new development 
in areas of high flood hazard, permitting a new development that will substantially alter 
natural landforms, and development of a new structure that would block public views. 
Other issues raised by the appellants that do not contribute to a substantial issue include: 
the City’s legal interest and right to develop at the site, landscaping requirements, parking 
requirements, and public prescriptive rights. 
 
Because of the above-described inconsistencies with the LCP and the Coastal Act, staff 
recommends that the Commission determine that the project raises a substantial issue 
regarding conformance with the certified LCP and the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal 
Act. 
 
Standard of Review:  Certified City of Coronado Local Coastal Program and the public 
access and recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. 
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I. APPELLANTS CONTEND 
The appellants contend that the project, as approved by the City, does not conform to the 
City of Coronado’s certified Local Coastal Program (LCP). The appellants contend that:  

• The project is not sited with an adequate setback from an eroding beach coastline 
• The City authorized the construction of a new non-coastal-dependent 

development that relies on shoreline protection (seawall) 
• The City failed to account for sea level rise in its study of beach impacts on the 

facility and the site-specific geotechnical report and wave run-up study for the 
project is inadequate because it underestimates current beach conditions and the 
future erosion potential of the site  

• The proposed project has the potential to increase shoreline erosion with the 
placement of a structure on a sandy beach 

• The City failed to prohibit new development on a sandy beach without 
determining that adverse impacts to public beaches are negligible and without 
satisfying the requirement that no less environmentally damaging alternatives 
exist 

• The City did not fully analyze project alternatives, including alternative locations 
• The proposed project has the potential to create adverse visual impacts on public 

views 
• The proposed project may negatively impact public access 
• The City does not have sufficient ownership or use rights at the proposed site to 

authorize development 
• The proposed project does not adequately provide parking  
• The proposed project does not adequately include landscaping 
• The City failed to fully investigate the possibility of prescriptive rights of access 

and to protect such rights as necessary  
• The City failed to adequately notice interested parties  

              
 
II. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION 
 
The project was approved by the Coronado City Council on November 15, 2016. One 
condition was attached to require the preparation and implementation of a noise 
mitigation plan to lessen impacts on nearby residents during construction. 
 
The appellants participated in the local hearing process, although they did not file local 
appeals because the City of Coronado charges a fee to appeal. Thus, the appellants are 
aggrieved persons under Coastal Act regulations and have standing to appeal to the 
Coastal Commission (Cal. Code of Regs., tit. 14 § 13573(a)(4)). 
              
 
III. APPEAL PROCEDURES 
 
After certification of a Local Coastal Program (LCP), the Coastal Act provides for 
limited appeals to the Coastal Commission of certain local government actions on coastal 
development permits.   
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Section 30603(b)(1) of the Coastal Act states: 
 

The grounds for an appeal pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be limited to an 
allegation that the development does not conform to the standards set forth in 
the certified local coastal program or the public access policies set forth in 
this division. 

 
Coastal Act Section 30625(b) states that the Commission shall hear an appeal unless it 
determines: 
 

With respect to appeals to the commission after certification of a local coastal 
program that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which 
an appeal has been filed pursuant to Section 30603. 

 
If the staff recommends "substantial issue" and no Commissioner objects, the 
Commission will proceed directly to the de novo portion of the hearing on the merits of 
the project, then, or at a later date.  If the staff recommends "no substantial issue" or the 
Commission decides to hear arguments and vote on the substantial issue question, those 
allowed to testify at the hearing will have 3 minutes per side to address whether the 
appeal raises a substantial issue.  It takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that 
no substantial issue is raised.  If substantial issue is found, the Commission will proceed 
to a full public hearing on the merits of the project then, or at a later date, reviewing the 
project de novo in accordance with sections 13057-13096 of the Commission’s 
regulations.  If the Commission conducts the de novo portion of the hearing on the permit 
application, the applicable standard of review for the Commission to consider is whether 
the proposed development is in conformity with the certified Local Coastal Program 
(LCP). 
 
In addition, for projects located between the sea and the first public road paralleling the 
sea, Section 30604(c) of the Act requires that a finding must be made by the approving 
agency, whether the local government or the Coastal Commission on appeal, that the 
development is in conformity with the public access and public recreation policies of 
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.  In other words, in regard to public access questions, the 
Commission is required to consider not only the certified LCP, but also applicable 
Chapter 3 policies when reviewing a project on appeal. 
 
The only persons qualified to testify before the Commission at the "substantial issue" 
stage of the appeal process are the applicant, persons who opposed the application before 
the local government (or their representatives), and the local government.  Testimony 
from other persons must be submitted in writing.  At the time of the de novo portion of 
the hearing, any person may testify. 
 
The term "substantial issue" is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing 
regulations.  The Commission's regulations indicate simply that the Commission will hear 
an appeal unless it "finds that the appeal raises no significant question as to conformity 
with the certified local coastal program" or, if applicable, the public access and public 
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recreation policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act  (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 14 section 
13115(b)).  In previous decisions on appeals, the Commission has been guided by the 
following factors: 
 
 1. The degree of factual and legal support for the local government's decision that 

the development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP; 
 
 2. The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local 

government; 
 
 3. The significance of the coastal resources affected by the decision; 
 
 4. The precedential value of the local government's decision for future 

interpretations of its LCP; and 
 
 5. Whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or statewide 

significance. 
 
Even when the Commission chooses not to hear an appeal, appellants nevertheless may 
obtain judicial review of the local government's coastal permit decision by filing a 
petition for a writ of mandate pursuant to the Code of Civil Procedure, section 1094.5. 
 
The City of Coronado has a certified Local Coastal Program (LCP), and the subject site is 
located in an area where the Commission retains appeal jurisdiction because it is located 
between the first public road and the sea. Therefore, before the Commission considers the 
appeal de novo, the appeal must establish that a substantial issue exists with respect to the 
grounds on which an appeal has been filed pursuant to Section 30603. In this case, for the 
reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its discretion to determine 
that the development approved by the City raises a substantial issue with regard to the 
appellant’s contentions regarding coastal resources. 
              
 
IV. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE MOTION AND RESOLUTION 
 
The staff recommends the Commission adopt the following resolution: 
 
 MOTION: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. 

A-6-COR-16-0097 raises NO substantial issue with 
respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been 
filed under § 30603 of the Coastal Act. 

 
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Staff recommends a NO vote.  Failure of this motion will result in a de novo hearing on 
the application, and adoption of the following resolution and findings.  Passage of this 
motion will result in a finding of No Substantial Issue and the local action will become 
final and effective.  The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of the majority of the 
appointed Commissioners present. 
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RESOLUTION: The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-6-COR-16-0097 

presents a substantial issue with respect to the grounds on which 
the appeal has been filed under § 30603 of the Coastal Act 
regarding consistency with the certified Local Coastal Plan 
and/or the public access and recreation policies of the Coastal 
Act. 

              
 
V.  SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FINDINGS AND DECLARATION 
 
The Commission finds and declares as follows: 
 
1.  PROJECT DESCRIPTION/HISTORY  
The proposed project is construction of a new 235 sq. ft. public restroom facility with 3 
stalls and storage space and an approximately 1,000 sq. ft. plaza area with showers. The 
project also includes removal and replacement of the existing beach access stairway and 
the construction of an ADA accessible ramp leading from the sidewalk to the plaza 
(Exhibit 8). The proposed structure will be supported by a mat (on grade) foundation and 
surrounded on three sides by a steel sheet-pile bulkhead seawall, which will extend 3 ft. 6 
in. above the finish floor elevation of the restrooms and down approximately 30 feet 
below the finish floor elevation (Exhibit 9). The project location is seaward of the 
Avenida del Sol cul-de-sac, which runs between the Hotel del Coronado and the 
Coronado Shores Condominiums; the site currently consists of sandy beach, a rock 
revetment, and a beach access stairway (Exhibit 10). The project and its proposed 
shoreline protection device, a steel sheet-pile bulkhead, will replace the existing rock 
revetment, which is to be removed as part of the construction of the proposed project. 
The existing rock revetment was constructed in the early 1970s as part of the 
development of the Coronado Shores Condominiums.  
 
The City determined that there was a need for a public restroom in the South Beach area 
of Coronado several years ago, and as part of early coordination, Commission staff 
reviewed the proposed project design phase in early 2013. More recently during the EIR 
process, staff provided a letter to the City identifying potential concerns with the project 
that would create inconsistency with the City’s LCP (Exhibit 11). However, the City 
approved the project on November 15, 2016.  
 
The proposed project is the third structure to be sited on the western-facing beaches of 
Coronado in recent years. In July 2005, the Commission approved the construction of a 
lifeguard tower and restrooms on Central and North Beach in Coronado, approximately 
0.5 mile north of the subject site (CDP #6-04-140) (Exhibit 7). The lifeguard tower was 
approved with a seawall because of its need to be located on the beach, its important 
public safety function, and the expanded public health services it would provide, 
however, the restroom facility was approved with a condition prohibiting any shoreline 
protection devices. The Commission made the finding that the restrooms should be 
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deemed expendable and designed to be removed or relocated if threatened and, because 
they do not have to be on the beach, they do not warrant a seawall.  

 
The standard of review is the certified City of Coronado Local Coastal Program and the 
public access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
 
2. CONTENTIONS THAT RAISE A SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE: 
 

A.   SHORELINE PROTECTION AND COASTAL HAZARDS 
 

Policies in the City of Coronado’s adopted LUP include: 
 

E. DIKING, DREDGING, FILLING AND SHORELINE STRUCTURES 
1.  Require that new development shall assure coastal stability and structural 

integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion or geologic 
instability. 

2. Permit revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining 
walls, and other such construction that alters natural shoreline processes when 
required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or 
public beaches in danger from erosion and when designed to eliminate or 
mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply. 

4.  Require that any permanent building, or other structure proposed for 
construction be setback from an eroding beach coastline a distance sufficient to 
assure that the development will not be threatened by natural erosion processes 
during the lifetime of the structure without requiring shoreline protection 
structures. The builder, at the discretion of the City, shall provide a certification 
by a civil engineer that the proposed construction site meets this criteria. 

5.  Pursue the eventual elimination of the beach erosion problem South of the Hotel 
del Coronado jetty.  

G. HAZARD AREAS 
1.  Require that new development in areas of high geologic, flood or fire hazard be 

designed in such a way to minimize risks to life and property. 
2.  Require that new development be designed in such a way to assure stability and 

structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion, 
geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in any way 
require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter 
natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs.  

 
In addition, the adopted IP includes the following:  
 

86.74.030 WATERFRONT DEVELOPMENT SETBACKS 
B.  New development shall assure coastal stability and structural integrity, and 

neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion or geologic instability. 
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C.  Permanent buildings, or other structures proposed for construction (excluding 
refurbishment, renovation, or addition to existing structures that do not extend the 
structures seaward or bayward) shall be set back from an eroding beach or 
coastline a distance sufficient to assure that the development will not require 
mitigation measures to protect the development from the natural erosion process 
during the economic lifetime of the structures. The builder, at the request of the 
City Coastal Permit Administrator, shall provide a certification by a civil 
engineer acceptable to the City that the proposed construction site meets these 
criteria. 

The appellants contend that placement of the proposed structure would be in violation of 
the above LCP policies, including: development of a structure that is likely to contribute 
to beach erosion, permitting of a seawall designed to protect a non-coastal-dependent use, 
development of a permanent building with insufficient distance from an eroding beach 
coastline and that requires shoreline protection from natural erosion processes, permitting 
new development in areas of high flood hazard, and permitting new development that 
will substantially alter natural landforms. 
 
Development in a Currently Hazardous Area/Shoreline Protection 
 
The appellants contend that the placement of the proposed restroom structure in a 
hazardous area is not in conformance with the above LCP policies. The appellants also 
contend that approval of a new development with shoreline protection devices is not 
consistent with the LCP or the Coastal Act.  
 
The proposed restroom location is known to be vulnerable to coastal flooding and erosion 
under current conditions; the Avenida del Sol cul-de-sac often floods during large storms 
and high tide events (Exhibit 12). LCP Policy E.5, underscores the continued and 
historical erosive conditions at the subject site, south of the Hotel del Coronado jetty. 
Further emphasizing the hazardous nature of the proposed location, a wave run-up study 
commissioned for the project states that the subject site is located in a FEMA VE Zone: 
Coastal High Hazard Area (“Wave run-up Study”, TerraCosta Consulting Group 2013, p. 
G-7). The study notes that “absent structural measures to accommodate anticipated wave 
forces, FEMA guidelines do recommend that any new site construction in the VE zone be 
located landward of the long-term erosion setback and landward of the area subject to 
erosion during the 100 year coastal flood event” (ibid p. G-8). FEMA recommendations 
for this area also include providing a minimum floor elevation of at least 11.25 (NGVD 
29) without sea level rise, while the subject project includes a finish floor elevation of 
only 10.6 feet (datum unknown). Therefore, in its design of the proposed facility, the 
City’s consultant determined that a seawall was needed for protection. The 2014 
geotechnical report states, “For long-term protection of the new comfort station against 
marine erosion, we recommend the installation of a buried sheet-pile bulkhead around the 
seaward portion of the facility” (“Geotechnical Investigation,” TerraCosta Consulting 
Group 2014, p. D-22). The report states that including the sheet-pile seawall in the design 
makes up for the lower than FEMA-recommended floor elevation. 
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The appellants contend that LCP policies require new development to be sited outside of 
a hazard zone, instead of creating new development that is reliant on shoreline protection 
devices. As previously noted, the Commission has allowed the siting of restrooms on 
sandy beach in Coronado. In 2005, the Commission approved the construction of a 
lifeguard tower and restrooms on Central and North Beach in Coronado, approximately 
0.5 mile north of the subject site (CDP #6-04-140) (Exhibit 7). In the City Council staff 
report for the subject project, the City states that: “This restroom project is consistent 
with similarly approved projects in the sandy beach area, including the lifeguard tower at 
Central Beach, which also includes a seawall as approved by the Coastal Commission.” 
However, this is not an accurate representation of the Commission’s action. Lifeguard 
facilities typically have to be on the beach to function, and thus, may require shoreline 
protection in order to be safe and effectively serve the public. The Commission approved 
the lifeguard tower with a seawall because of its important public safety function and the 
expanded public health services it would provide. In addition, the lifeguard building was 
designed to be the minimum size necessary.  
 
Restrooms, in contrast, do not need to be on sandy beach to serve the public. The 
Commission approved the restrooms in 2005 with a condition specifically prohibiting any 
shoreline protection devices, present or future. The Commission made the finding that the 
restrooms should be deemed expendable and designed to be removed or relocated if 
threatened, and, because they do not have to be on the beach, they do not warrant a 
seawall. The Commission found that: 
 

“If, however, beach conditions were ever to change so drastically that in order to 
maintain the structure, shoreline protection such as riprap or other permanent 
armoring that could impact coastal resources was required, the structure could, 
and should be relocated. If the beach were ever so narrow that the restrooms 
were subject to regular wave action, providing open beach areas would likely be 
a higher priority than restrooms…”(CDP #6-04-140) 

 
Seawalls have multiple adverse impacts on coastal resources. Hard armoring results in 
ecological and public access consequences, such as loss of biodiversity and ecosystem 
services and displacement of recreational beach area with protective structures. Three of 
the effects from a shoreline protective device which can be quantified are: 1) loss of the 
beach/bluff area on which the structure is located; 2) the long-term loss of beach/bluff 
which will result when the back beach/bluff location is fixed on an eroding shoreline; and 
3) the amount of material which would have been supplied to the beach if the back beach 
or bluff were to erode naturally. Thus, the policies of the LCP require that structures be 
set back from an eroding beach a distance sufficient to assure that the development will 
not be threatened by natural erosion processes during the lifetime of the structure without 
requiring shoreline protection structures.  
 
The City states that the seawall is not a “shoreline protection device” because it is not 
intended to protect the shoreline, but rather is included to protect the building. This is a 
misrepresentation of the term shoreline protection device and stands in contradiction with 
all other interpretations of the term, both with regards to the City of Coronado’s LCP and 
the Coastal Act.  
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Therefore, the proposed restroom, with a seawall incorporated into the seaward portion of 
the development, is not consistent with the LCP, and thus, a substantial issue is raised 
with regard to conformity with the LCP. 
 
Sea Level Rise and Future Hazards 
 
The appellants contend that the City did not adequately address sea level rise in their 
analysis of the project. The certified LCP requires that new development in areas of high 
geologic, flood or fire hazard be designed in such a way to minimize risks to life and 
property, and that includes reviewing the development in the context of sea level rise. In 
addition to known current hazards, future hazards at the site are expected to increase with 
sea level rise. The City’s wave run-up study does include an analysis of beach width 
change projections with sea level rise, however, the data is based on the beach area north 
of the proposed restroom site and in front of the Hotel del Coronado. This beach area is 
much different from the proposed restroom site in that it is significantly wider due to the 
placement of a jetty. The report states that in April 2012, the beach width at the proposed 
restroom site was approximately 140 feet (42.6 meters) while the beach width in front of 
the Hotel del Coronado was approximately 790 feet (240 meters) (assuming the 
measurement was taken in December 2012). While some of the difference between these 
widths is due to seasonal fluctuations represented at the time of measurement, the beach 
in front of the proposed restroom is significantly smaller than the site used for analysis in 
the wave run-up report. In addition, erosion and shoreline processes at the subject site 
may be further influenced by the jetty just north. The report notes this difference in size 
and processes and recommended to the City in 2012 that data should be collected for the 
proposed restroom site for an accurate projection of future conditions; however, the City 
did not complete such recommendation. Because of these limitations and the lack of a 
site-specific analysis, the sea level rise study may be inadequate because it 
underestimates the erosion potential of the site, and thus, does not demonstrate that the 
development will be sited in a safe location for the life of the structure so as not to require 
shoreline protection in the future, as well as it does not adequately address current beach 
conditions at the site. 
 
Even when considering the most mild of sea level rise projections and using data from a 
much wider beach, it is projected that the beach width in front of the proposed restroom 
site will decrease. The subject geotechnical report notes that while sea level rise may 
significantly reduce beach widths as a force on its own, wave events have the potential to 
significantly reduce beach widths as well. The report projects occasional 300 to 500 foot 
beach losses, leading to flooding and damages at the proposed restroom site by 2050.  
 
An additional coastal processes expert, Dr. Dave Revell, was contracted by the Coronado 
HOA appellant for additional analysis of the site in consideration of future conditions 
(“City of Coronado Proposed Restroom at Avenida del Sol: Technical Review”, Revell 
Coastal, LLC, 2016). According to the appellant, Dr. Revell states that “the proposed 
City of Coronado restroom is vulnerable to existing coastal and tsunami hazards and does 
not adequately consider the life expectancy of the proposed project with respect to 
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escalating coastal hazards caused by sea level rise.” Because an adequate sea level rise 
analysis has not been performed, a substantial issue is raised. 
 
 
B.   DEVELOPMENT ON A SANDY BEACH/PUBLIC ACCESS & RECREATION 
 
The City’s LCP specifically prohibits new development on existing public sandy beach 
areas with limited exceptions. Adopted Action Program B.3. of the LCP mimics Section 
86.74.020 PUBLIC SANDY BEACHES of the IP, which states:  
 

No new development shall occur on existing public sandy beach areas. An 
exception would be allowed for new or expanded permanent lifeguard facilities, 
restroom facilities, bikepaths or similar public recreation facilities; if it can be 
determined by the City that adverse impacts to public beaches are negligible or 
when public safety or health requires it, and provided that no less 
environmentally damaging alternatives exist. This prohibition shall not be 
construed to restrict or regulate the maintenance, repair, rehabilitation or 
replacement of existing public facilities, or the activities of any governmental 
agency other than the City of Coronado on property under that agency’s 
jurisdiction. 
 

In addition, the Coastal Act has numerous policies protecting public access and 
recreation, including the following: 
 
Section 30210 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the California 
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public 
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, 
and natural resource areas from overuse 

 
Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where 
acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the 
use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. 

 
Section 30221 of the Coastal Act states: 
 

Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected for recreational 
use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for public or 
commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property is 
already adequately provided for in the area. 

 
Section 30604(c) of the Coastal Act states: 
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Every coastal development permit issued for any development between the nearest 
public road and the sea or the shoreline of any body of water located within the 
coastal zone shall include a specific finding that the development is in conformity 
with the public access and public recreation policies of Chapter. 

 
The subject restroom is a structure that is allowed to occur on sandy beach areas, but only 
if adverse impacts to the public beach are negligible or if public health requires it, and no 
less environmentally damaging alternatives exist. The appellants contend that there are 
less environmentally damaging alternatives, that the CEQA review of the project 
alternatives is inadequate, and that the subject site had been chosen several years ago 
without adequate review of alternatives. The appellants further contend that the proposed 
restroom will negatively impact public access at a prime beach access point.  
 
The EIR analyzed several project alternatives, including a no project alternative and a 
prefabricated restroom alternative. The EIR also reviewed several alternative locations 
including along the streets Avenida Lunar, Avenida de las Arenas, and in front of the 
Hotel del Coronado. The analysis does not reject these alternative locations for 
environmental reasons, but because the necessary infrastructure is not close by and the 
City does not own these locations. The EIR concludes that the proposed placement of the 
restroom at the terminus of Avenida del Sol is not the least environmentally damaging 
alternative, however, it is the least environmentally damaging alternative that also meets 
all of the basic requirements of the project. There are very few locations that would meet 
all of the project requirements, which include: located on city-owned property, have 
nearby infrastructure to support the facility, have public access from both beach and 
landsides, have great visibility from both beach and landsides, be centrally located in 
South Beach, be close to the majority of South Beach visitors, have the widest beach 
width, be between land and water (if the site were on the sand), and be easily accessible 
by City maintenance workers (EIR Section 7.2.1).  
 
There are clearly many constraints on the location of a public restroom, but given that 
building a structure on sandy beach impacts public access and recreation, the LCP 
requires that the location be the least environmentally damaging alternative, even if it 
does not result in an “ideal” location that meets every goal of the City’s. As such, the 
appellants contend that there are feasible alternative sites that may be equally suitable or 
superior for a public restroom and that would reduce the visual and environmental 
impacts of the facility. All equally suitable or superior sites must be ruled out as 
infeasible before the proposed project can be found to be the least environmentally 
damaging alternative and therefore be in conformance with the City’s LCP. 
 
The EIR identifies the No Project and Prefabricated Restroom Facility alternatives as 
environmentally superior to the proposed project. In addition, it appears that there are 
several options for locating a restroom upland, off the sandy beach, that would still serve 
beach goers, but not impact views or public access as much as the proposed project will. 
For example, the appellants contend that the City could work with the Hotel del 
Coronado to incorporate a public restroom into the proposed expansion area immediately 
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north of the proposed restroom location, or place the restroom at an alternative site in the 
Las Arenas and Avenida del Lunar parking areas. 
 
While the restrooms are intended to provide a public amenity, they also have the potential 
to impact public access to the beach area. Placement of a structure on a sandy beach has 
the potential to impact public access by taking up space on the sand that would otherwise 
be available for public access and recreation. As discussed above, seawalls fix the back of 
the beach, ultimately narrowing the beach and impacting public access. With sea level 
rise, public access may be even more severely impacted.  
 
Furthermore, the public access policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act requires that 
structures must be located and designed to reduce impacts on public access and shoreline 
supply. At this time, it is unclear why the 1,000 sq. ft. plaza is necessary for the 
functioning of the 235 sq. ft. restroom or the showers. Thus, at this time without a more 
thorough alternatives analysis of the location and the design of the building to consider a 
more easily relocatable structure, with less concrete on the beach, the proposed project 
raises a substantial issue. 
 
 
C.  VISUAL RESOURCES & PUBLIC ACCESS 
 
The certified LCP contains policies that protect public views to and of the ocean. 
Specifically, Section III.B. RECREATION AND VISITOR SERVING FACILITIES 
states: 

6.  Maintain high standards for visual aesthetics and preserve these scenic qualities 
as recreational resources.  

 
In addition, Section III. H. VISUAL RESOURCES AND SPECIAL COMMUNITIES 
states: 

1.  Consider and protect as a resource of public importance the scenic and visual 
qualities of the community. 

2.  Require that permitted development be sited and designed to safeguard existing 
public views to and along the ocean and bay shores of Coronado, to be visually 
compatible with the character of the surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to 
restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. 

 
In its review, the City determined that, while the proposed development would block 
some public views, it would not significantly block views. The EIR prepared for the 
project states that there will be no significant impacts on views from designated public 
view corridors or from public viewing areas near the Hotel del Coronado or Coronado 
Shores. However, the appellants contend that placement of the proposed structure directly 
in the middle of the street-end at Avenida del Sol will block existing public views 
towards and of the water from designated public view corridors and a popular coastal 
access route, and as such, will have a significant visual impact (Exhibit 13). 
 
In addition to the visual impact from the street towards the ocean, the appellants contend 
that the proposed facility will also create a significant visual impact from the sand. The 
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proposed project represents a significant addition to the beach area in terms of bulk and 
scale compared to existing conditions (Exhibit 14). In its current location and 
configuration, the project would impact public views and may not protect and preserve 
the scenic qualities of the shoreline as required by the certified LCP. Thus, the project 
raises a substantial issue regarding consistency with the visual protection policies of the 
LCP. 
 
 
3. CONTENTIONS THAT DO NOT RAISE A SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE: 
 
A. LEGAL INTEREST AND RIGHT TO DEVELOP   
 
The public appellants contend that the City does not have sufficient ownership or use 
rights to the subject property. The City contends that it has the right to develop the 
proposed facility based on Subdivision Map 5687 and accepted by the City Council by 
Resolution 3562 in 1966. 
 
The City provided a history of the ownership of the site. Subdivision Map 5687 (which 
covers the area including Avenida del Sol and the entire Coronado Shores condominium 
complex) states: “We [Del Coronado Sands Unit No.2] hereby dedicate to public use 
Avenida del Sol; all as shown on this map within this subdivision. We hereby grant to the 
City of Coronado, a municipal corporation, the easements with the right of ingress and 
egress for the construction and maintenance of drainage facilities; all as shown on this 
map within this subdivision. Reserving, however, to the owner of the fee underlying any 
easement herein granted the continued use of the surface of said real property; subject, 
however, to the following conditions: The erecting of buildings, masonry walls, masonry 
fences, and other structures; or the planting or growing of trees or shrubs; or changing the 
surface grade or the installation of privately-owned pipe lines shall be prohibited unless 
written permission is first obtained from the City of Coronado.” This subdivision was 
accepted via City Council Resolution 3562 on February 1, 1966. In regards to the use of 
Avendia del Sol, the resolution states: “WHEREAS, the Mayor has been authorized to 
and has executed an agreement with the Subdividers as required by the Subdivision Map 
Act of the State of California, and Ordinance No. 707 of the City of Coronado, to 
improve the streets and easements set out in in said tentative map and to install and 
construct other additional structures; and WHEREAS, the proposed subdivision consists 
of a division and improvement of the entire area of the R-6 Multistoried Apartment Zone, 
which said zone regulates property which is unique, and so located as to require special 
subdivision provisions for protection of the property rights of the owners thereof, and not 
result in injury or detriment to the public welfare or other property in the vicinity;…”  
 
Map No. 5687 was later modified by Map No. 6640, which is a reversion of acreage for 
portions of Del Coronado Sands, and includes a portion of the subject cul-de-sac. As 
stated in City Council Resolution 3968 and the meeting minutes, the purpose of this 
reversion of acreage was to provide greater public access and parking on the south side of 
the Coronado shores development (not Avenida del Sol) and a lateral accessway along 
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the shoreline in front of the condominium complex. This lateral easement gave the public 
the right to walk along the beach front and was wide enough for the passage of 
emergency vehicles. However, the subject restroom area was reverted back to the 
developer.  
 
Finally, Map No. 6641 reverts back to the city a portion of the cul-de-sac that had been 
reverted to the developer Del Coronado Sands as part of Map No. 6640. Map No. 6641 
states: “We hereby dedicate to public use a portion of Avenida del Sol…” This is the 
location of the subject restroom.  
 
In summary, Map No. 5687 dedicates the subject site to the City, Map No. 6640 reverts 
the site back to the developer, and Map No. 6641 re-dedicates the subject site to the City 
for public use. Therefore, the issue of legal right to develop does not present a substantial 
issue with regard to consistency with the certified LCP or public access and recreation 
policies of the Coastal Act. 
 
 
B. LANDSCAPING   
 
The public appellants contend that the project does not conform to the landscaping 
requirements of the LCP. They cite LCP Section H. VISUAL RESOURCES AND 
SPECIAL COMMUNITIES, which states that for the open space (OS) zone, a minimum 
of 15% landscaping shall be provided for all new development.  
 
However, the project does fulfill the open-space landscaping requirements with the 
incorporation of rock facing on the proposed structure and other hardscape features.  
 
86.04.400 Landscaping states: 
 “Landscaping” means planting, (including trees, shrubs, lawn areas, ground covers, 

et cetera, provided either in the ground or in containers) and water features 
suitably designed, selected, installed and maintained so as to be permanently 
attractive. Decorative screens, fences, ornamental lamp posts, decorative rock or 
other paved surfaces, decks, fixed seating, fire pits and similar garden hard surface 
features are considered elements of landscape development. 

 
In addition, the above-cited public access and recreation policies of the certified LCP and 
Coastal Act promote minimizing the amount of development on sandy beach, and 
consistent with these policies, only very limited amounts of hardscape or landscape 
should occur in association with any structure that must be constructed on public beach. 
Thus, the amount of landscaping associated with the development does not raise a 
substantial issue.  
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C. PARKING   
 
No additional parking was approved as part of the proposed project. The Coronado HOA 
appellants contend this is inconsistent with the certified LCP, which states: 
 

II. ADOPTED POLCIES 
A. SHORELINE ACCESS 
5. Wherever appropriate and feasible, add public facilities, including parking areas 
or facilities, to mitigate against the impacts of overcrowding or overuse by the 
public of any single area.  

 
However, because the restroom serves as a public amenity for an existing need it is not 
expected to draw more visitors to the area. The proposed restroom will not be the only 
public restroom in the area as there is an existing restroom at North Beach. In addition, 
the proposed location is at the end of Avenida del Sol, which has approximately 45 
spaces available to the public. There is additional public parking available nearby at the 
end of Avenue de las Arenas and Avenida Lunar. Therefore, no substantial issue exists in 
regards to parking.  
 
 
D. PUBLIC PRESCRIPTIVE RIGHTS   
 
Public prescriptive rights refer to public rights that are acquired over private lands 
through use. A right of access acquired through use is, essentially, an easement over real 
property that comes into being without the explicit consent of the owner. The acquisition 
of such an easement is referred to as an “implied dedication”, the right acquired is also 
referred to as a “public prescriptive easement”.  
 
In this case, the Coronado HOA appellants contend that the City did not apply the proper 
review procedures in accordance with the Attorney General’s Implied Dedication and 
Prescriptive Rights Manual as required by the City’s LCP. LCP Adopted Policy II. A.4. 
states: “Ascertain and preserve public prescriptive rights” and Policy II. A. 12 describes 
the manner in which projects should be analyzed according to the Attorney General’s 
Implied Dedication and Prescriptive Rights Manual. However, public prescriptive rights 
are not relevant in this case, as they only pertain to cases where the public has used 
private property as if it were public. The subject site was dedicated to the City for public 
use, as discussed previously. Therefore, the issue of public prescriptive rights does not 
present a substantial issue.  
 
 
E. PUBLIC NOTICING   
 
The Coronado HOA appellants contend that inadequate notice was provided by the City 
for this project and that property owners and occupants from all of the Coronado Shores 
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condominiums should have been noticed, not just those buildings that lie within 300 or 
100 feet of the project site. 
 
Information provided by the City indicates that notice was sent to all owners within 100 
feet of the project and occupants within 300 feet of the project. In addition, notice was 
sent to a list of interested parties which included the building manager of each Coronado 
Shores development.  
 
Section 86.70.100 of the Coronado Municipal Code states the following in regards to 
noticing of a coastal permit: 

B. Public notice shall be provided at last 10 calendar days prior to the first coastal 
permit public hearing. Public notice shall consist of notice by first class mail to 
each applicant, to all persons who have requested to be on a mailing list for the 
specific project, to all occupants and property owners of property within 100 feet of 
the perimeter of the project site, and to the California Coastal Commission; and 
publication of a public notice in a newspaper of general circulation in the City of 
Coronado.  

 
The City states it complied with these requirements. Furthermore, it is clear that the 
appellants representing the Coronado Shores residents were aware that the permit was 
being processed because they participated in the local hearing process, and have provided 
comments addressing their concerns. Therefore, there is no substantial issue in terms of 
public noticing. 
 
 
4. SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE FACTORS 
 
As discussed above, there is inadequate factual and legal support for the City’s 
determination that the proposed development is consistent with the certified LCP. The 
other factors that the Commission usually considers when evaluating whether a local 
government’s action raise a substantial issue also support a finding of substantial issue.  
In this case, the development, as approved by the City, raises several LCP consistency 
issues with regard to development in an area subject to present and future coastal hazards, 
construction of a shoreline protection device, public access, new development on a sandy 
beach, and obstruction of public views. While the extent and scope of development is for 
a public restroom, the coastal resources affected are significant; in particular, the 
shoreline, sandy beach, and public accessway to the South Beach. The local 
government’s approval sets poor precedent for future interpretations of its LCP because it 
allows for the construction of new shoreline protection, allows for development on a 
sandy beach when environmentally superior alternatives may exist, allows for 
development that blocks public views, and contradicts earlier Commission approvals. The 
objections to the project suggested by the appellants raise substantial issues of regional or 
statewide significance, due to the intensely debated issues of sea level rise, public access 
and recreation, and development in the face of coastal hazards.  
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APPENDIX A 

 
SUBSTANTIVE FILE DOCUMENTS:  

• Appeal applications by Commissioner Dayna Bochco dated 12/2/2016 and 
Commissioner Mary Shallenberger dated 12/5/2016; Appeal by Thomas D. 
Whittington and LaSierra 1503 LLC dated 12/2/2016; Appeal by Coronado 
Shores Homeowner’s Association dated 11/30/2016 

• City of Coronado City Council Decision 2016-01 dated November 15, 2016 
• CDP 6-04-140 
• Attorney General’s Implied Dedication and Prescriptive Rights Manual  
• “Wave Runup Study, South Beach Restroom Project, Avenida del Sol, Coronado, 

California” TerraCosta Consulting Group, Inc. 2012 (Revised 2013) 
• “Geotechnical Investigation, South Beach Comfort Station, Avenida del Sol, 

Coronado, California” TerraCosta Consulting Group, Inc. 2014 (Revised 2016) 
• “City of Coronado Proposed Restroom at Avenida del Sol: Technical Review”, 

Revell Coastal, LLC, 2016 
• City of Coronado certified LCP 
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PUBLIC HEARING: CONSIDERATION OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT 
AND REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A COASTAL PERMIT FOR A PROPOSED 
PUBLIC RESTROOM ADJOINING THE CUL-DE-SAC AT THE SOUTHWESTERLY
END OF AVENIDA DEL SOL (CP2016-01; IS2013-05 – SOUTH BEACH RESTROOM 
PROJECT)

RECOMMENDATION: Hold the public hearing; consider testimony and recommendations 
from the City’s Design Review and Planning Commissions; and adopt “A Resolution of the City 
Council of the City of Coronado to Certify a Final Environmental Impact Report for a Proposed 
Public Restroom (South Beach Restroom) Adjoining the Cul-de-Sac at the Southwesterly End of
Avenida Del Sol; Adopt a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program; Adopt Findings of Fact; 
Approve a Coastal Permit; Approve the Exterior Design; and Direct Staff to File a Notice of
Determination” (Attachment 1). 

FISCAL IMPACT: The Capital Improvements Program budgeted $841,500 for this project in 
prior fiscal years.  No additional funding would be required to complete the design.  Staff will 
return to the Council and request to bid the project once the design has been fully completed and 
provide a more accurate cost estimate at that time.  Once the project is bid, staff will seek the 
Council’s approval to award the project and will provide a revised cost for the project based on 
actual bid prices.  

The funding sources listed in the Capital Improvement Program are General Fund and Hotel del 
Coronado Development Agreement contribution.  The 2002 Hotel Del Development Agreement 
and its 2008 amendment provide $1 million for the construction of public improvements.  Two 
hundred fifty thousand dollars was paid to the City at the time the second amendment was approved 
in 2008; $250,000 will be paid at the time the building permits are issued for the South Beach 
Guestrooms; and $500,000 will be paid at the time building permits are issued for the South Beach 

36,500.00$              
9,900.00$                 

31,142.00$              
153,810.00$            

3,893.00$                 
8,820.00$                 

623.00$  

244,688.00$            

116,000.00$            
570,000.00$            

   Contingency 20% 114,000.00$            
Construction Management 40,000.00$              

14,000.00$              

854,000.00$            

1,098,688.00$        Total

Spent to date

Design
Construction Cost Est

Testing Inspection

   Subtotal

Newspaper ads

   Subtotal

Final Design

Design
Civil Engineer
Coastal Engineer
EIR/Attorney
Pemits
Simulations
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Conference Center, if the project is pursued.  But, as page 35 of the September 28, 2010, Coastal 
Commission staff report for revisions to the Hotel Del Master Plan shows, “The money given to 
the City is not required to be used for improvements to public access and recreation, or for 
improvements in the vicinity of the hotel.”  In other words, the contribution to the City is General 
Fund money and can be used at the discretion of the City Council for any project.  The construction 
of the proposed restroom is, therefore, using General Funds.  The City is not required to construct 
the project nor is the project a condition or mitigation of the Hotel Del Master Plan.

CITY COUNCIL AUTHORITY: Certification of an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) per the 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) is an administrative decision on the part of the City 
Council.  Administrative decisions, sometimes called “quasi-judicial,” or “quasi-adjudicative” 
decisions, involve the application of existing laws or policies to a given set of facts.  Under CEQA, 
the Council’s role for this City project is that of the “Lead Agency.”  As the Lead Agency, the City 
Council determines whether a Negative Declaration, Mitigated Negative Declaration, an 
Environmental Impact Report, or some other level of environmental analysis is appropriate for a 
“project” and whether that analysis, once completed, is adequate per CEQA.

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) DETERMINATION: The 
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) requires that all state and local governmental 
agencies consider the environmental consequences of projects over which they have discretionary 
authority before taking action on those projects.  For the South Beach Restroom Project, the City 
Council determined that an EIR be prepared to satisfy CEQA requirements and the State and local 
CEQA Guidelines.  The EIR is a public document designed to provide decision makers and the 
public with an analysis of the environmental effects of the proposed project on the surrounding 
environment, to indicate possible ways to reduce or avoid environmental damage, and to identify 
alternatives to the project.  

The EIR for the South Beach Restroom Project focuses on impacts determined to be potentially 
significant in the Initial Study completed for this project: Aesthetics and Noise (related to 
construction activity).  The EIR did not identify any significant and unavoidable adverse impacts 
that would result from implementation of the proposed project.  One impact, construction noise, 
was found to be less than significant after implementation of mitigation measures. A condition of 
approval is included to ensure compliance with the Mitigation Measures identified in the EIR 
related to potential construction noise impacts.  

The Draft EIR was released on June 24, 2015, with the public comment period extending to August 
10, 2015.  Public comments were received and those comments, as well as responses to those 
comments, have been provided in the Final EIR. The Final EIR was previously provided to the 
Councilmembers for their consideration.  Due to the voluminous nature of the Draft EIR, hard 
copies are available for review at City Hall in the City Clerk’s Office, at the Community 
Development counter, and at the Library reference center.  All related environmental documents 
including the Draft and Final EIRs are available for review on the City’s website at: 

https://www.coronado.ca.us/government/departments_divisions/community_development/planni
ng_and_zoning/current_projects/.

The EIR should be considered and certified with the required findings prior to approving the 
project.   
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PUBLIC NOTICE: Notice of this public hearing was published in the Coronado Eagle & 
Journal on November 2, 2016, and mailed to all property owners within 300 feet and all occupants 
within 100 feet of the project site.

BACKGROUND:  The South Beach Restroom Project (Attachment 2) is proposed to address the 
existing demand for public restrooms along South Beach between Central Beach and the northern 
boundary of the Naval Amphibious Base.  The restroom addresses both environmental and 
property trespassing concerns. Coronado beaches are popular recreational locations. When the 
weather is favorable, as it often is in Coronado, South Beach has many beachgoers. With no public 
restroom to serve them, people use the surrounding landscape, the ocean and restrooms on private 
property to relieve themselves. The City Council has discussed the need for a new restroom at 
South Beach for a number of years and, in June 2010, included it in the 2011/12 Capital 
Improvement Program.  In March 2011, the City Council confirmed its commitment to the project 
and directed staff to develop conceptual plans for a public workshop.  In the summer of 2011, a 
Request for Qualifications was issued for the preparation of a conceptual design and the 
architectural firm of Hanna Gabriel Wells was selected. A public workshop was held with 
Coronado Shores residents and their Landscape and Recreation Committee in December 2011, and 
a meeting for the general public was held in January 2012.  

The City Council discussed the results of the public workshops, and the project’s conceptual design 
and potential site locations at its February 21, 2012 meeting.  At that meeting, the Council endorsed 
the Avenida del Sol site as the preferred location for a facility.  On March 5, 2013, the findings of 
a wave run-up analysis, sea level rise, fault zones, and beach scour were presented to the City 
Council.  The Council accepted the report and directed staff to proceed with environmental 
analysis.  In November 2013, the City Council awarded a contract to The Planning Center 
(renamed later to PlaceWorks) to complete the environmental (CEQA) study for the project.  At 
the March 17, 2015 City Council meeting the Council considered the environmental Initial Study 
document and directed that an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) be prepared.

The City’s Design Review Commission held a public hearing on the proposed South Beach 
Restroom on September 28, 2016, that was focused on the EIR and the exterior design of the 
restroom structure. After hearing staff presentations and public testimony, the Design Review 
Commission voted 4-0 to recommend the City Council certify the EIR, and voted 3-1 to 
recommend the City Council approve the exterior project design (Attachment 3).  

The City’s Planning Commission held a special public hearing on the proposed South Beach 
Restroom on October 27, 2016, that was focused on the EIR and the Coastal Permit request. After 
hearing staff presentations and public testimony, the Planning Commission voted 4-1 to 
recommend the City Council certify the EIR and approve the Coastal Permit (Attachment 4). 

The proposed public restroom will address an existing public need. The City of Coronado 
maintains three, high use, recreational beaches: North, Central and South Beaches.  Of the three, 
South Beach is the only beach where public restroom facilities are not available.  Accordingly, the 
project is consistent with the Coastal Act that encourages local agencies to distribute public 
facilities for beach users to mitigate against overcrowding and overuse in any one single area of 
the beach.  Pub. Res. Code § 30212.5.  This public restroom facility will provide well engineered 
and appropriately sized facilities for the sanitary and environmentally safe disposal of human waste 
and associated by-products, thereby enhancing the public’s beach experience.   

ANALYSIS: A Coastal Permit is required for the proposed development in accordance with 
Coronado Municipal Code (CMC) Chapters 86.70: Coastal Permits and 86.74: Waterfront 
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Development, which are intended to implement the City’s adopted Local Coastal Program.  The 
purpose of the Coastal Permit is to ensure that development is consistent with the City’s Local 
Coastal Program Land Use Plan and Local Coastal Policies.  

Coastal Permit Jurisdiction
The project is located within the Coastal Commission’s appeal jurisdiction and not the Coastal 
Commission’s direct jurisdiction (Attachment 5). This authorizes the City to determine whether 
the project is consistent with the adopted Local Coastal Program and issue the Coastal Permit, 
meaning that the Coastal Permit shall be reviewed for compliance with the City’s adopted Local 
Coastal Program. A Coastal Permit issued by the City would be appealable to the Coastal 
Commission.   

Conformance with adopted Local Coastal Program 
Staff has reviewed the proposed restroom project for conformance with the City’s Local Coastal 
Program Land Use Plan and has determined that it is not in conflict with any of the Local Coastal 
Policies as the project was designed to comply with and further the following adopted action 
programs and policies as described below:  

III. ADOPTED ACTION PROGRAMS (ADOPTED GOALS)

A. Shoreline Access
1. That the City develop a capital improvement priority list specifically for projects 

that would preserve, regulate, provide, or encourage shoreline access. That this list include 
at least the following projects:

D. Construction of additional restroom facilities on City controlled beaches

B. Recreation and Visitor Serving Facilities 
3. That no new development shall be permitted on existing sandy beach areas. An 

exception would be allowed for new or expanded permanent lifeguard facilities, restroom 
facilities, or bike paths if it can be determined that adverse impacts to public beaches are 
negligible or when public safety or health requires it, and provided that no less 
environmentally damaging alternatives exist.  

The proposed restroom project is consistent with the above action programs/goals as the restroom 
would serve those recreating and visiting the South Beach area. Specifically, the City’s adopted 
Local Coastal Program calls for additional restroom facilities to be constructed on the City-
controlled beaches, and this project proposes just that. While Section III.B.3 of the Local Coastal 
Program states that no new development be permitted on existing sandy beaches, there is an
exception specifically for restroom facilities. This exception for restroom facilities is also provided 
in CMC Section 86.74.020. As outlined in the Final EIR response to comment F-37, there would 
be no adverse impacts to public beaches and no less environmentally damaging alternative exists.

II. ADOPTED POLICIES

A. Shoreline Access
5. Wherever appropriate and feasible, add public facilities, including parking areas 
or facilities, to mitigate against the impacts of overcrowding or overuse by the 
public of any single area. 

E. Diking, Dredging, Filling and Shoreline structures 
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1. Require that new development shall assure coastal stability and structural
integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion or geologic 
instability. 

4. Require that any permanent building, or other structure proposed for
construction, be set back from an eroding beach coastline a distance sufficient to 
assure that the development will not be threatened by natural erosion processes 
during the lifetime of the structure without requiring shoreline protection 
structures. The builder, at the discretion of the City, shall provide a certification by 
a civil engineer that the proposed construction site meets this criteria.   

5. Require that shoreline structures be planned and constructed so that they serve
the purpose intended, and do not result in a substantial or potentially substantial, 
adverse change in any of the physical conditions within the area affected by the 
activity, including land, air, water, minerals, flora, fauna, ambient noise, and 
objects of historic or aesthetic significance.  

The proposed restroom project is consistent with the above policies. The proposed project would 
add a public restroom facility to the South Beach area which consistently attracts beach visitors 
but does not provide restroom or shower accommodations. Providing these accommodations, 
similar to those that are currently provided at both Central and North Beaches, will address
potential impacts created by beach visitors without access to a restroom.  The Wave Run-Up 
addendum explains FEMA Guideline recommendations to locate structures landward of the area 
subject to erosion, and shows how the sheet-pile wave barrier will address the potential for flooding 
from the 100-year design event. Additionally, the sheet-pile wall and mat foundation, as 
recommended in the geotechnical investigation prepared for this project, will assure structural 
integrity, and will not significantly contribute to erosion or geologic instability. The sheet-pile 
wave barrier is of the same type and design as that approved by the Coastal Commission for the 
Central Beach lifeguard tower in July 2005. Similarly, the proposed seawall will be protecting a 
coastal dependent use consistent with the Coastal Act (Pub. Res. Code § 30235). The seawall is 
designed to not contribute to erosion and only to protect the restroom area. No additional protection 
measures are anticipated for the project. Therefore, the project is also consistent with Public 
Resources Code Section 30253. This topic is further discussed in detail in Attachment 9 and in the 
Final EIR in response to comments F-32 and F-36. 

The construction of the proposed restroom and associated improvements will serve the purpose 
intended, which is providing beach-goers with a restroom to use in the South Beach area, and will 
not result in a substantial change of the physical conditions within the area as the construction of 
the restroom, will not induce scour or sea level rise, will not have significant aesthetic impacts, 
and will not significantly increase ambient noise. 

H. Visual Resources and Special Communities 
2. Require that permitted development be sited and designed to safeguard existing
public views to and along the ocean and bay shores of Coronado, to be visually 
compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore 
and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas.  

4. Reaffirm the Environmental Design Review Commission as an agency to assist
in the achievement of “…a beautiful, pleasant, principally residential community 
by fostering and encouraging good design, harmonious colors and materials, good 
proportional relationships and generous landscaping, and to protect the health, 
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safety, comfort and general welfare of the citizens of Coronado by providing for an 
environmental design review process.” 

The proposed restroom project is in compliance with the above policies as the proposed restroom 
structure is perpendicular to the coastline, thereby safeguarding public views to and along the 
ocean. The design process also included input from adjacent residents, was designed by a licensed 
architect, and was presented to and approved by the City of Coronado’s Design Review 
Commission. Potential aesthetic impacts were also evaluated in the EIR and found to be less than 
significant. 

These policies and action programs were achieved through the engineering and design of the 
proposed restroom structure, confirmed by a Wave Run-Up study and addendum included in the 
EIR, evaluated by the City’s Design Review Commission, and confirmed that there is no less 
environmentally damaging alternative as outlined in the EIR. More specifically, this project is 
exactly the type of facility that the City’s adopted Local Coastal Program anticipated and 
encouraged along the beach area to ensure shoreline access as called for in Action Program A.1.D, 
which calls for “Construction of additional restroom facilities on City controlled beaches.”  

Additionally, the proposed improvement has been designed, and would be constructed, in 
accordance with Section 86.76.010(C) of the Municipal Code, for the protection of natural ocean 
and bay processes, which includes measures to limit erosion and water pollution, ensure there is 
no substantial adverse physical change, ensure public access and public vistas are maintained, to 
minimize projections into the ocean, and to mitigate any adverse environmental impacts. Through 
project design and mitigation measures identified in the project EIR, the requirements of this code 
section are met.  Moreover, the project design is consistent with the Coastal Act in having been 
sited and designed to protect public views to and along the beach and in having been designed to 
be visually compatible with the surrounding area.  Pub. Res. Code § 30251. 

Exterior Project Design
The project’s exterior design was recommended for approval by the City’s Design Review 
Commission on September 27, 2016, and no changes were recommended to be consistent with the 
City’s design review standards. The exterior building materials will be similar to the restrooms at 
Central and North beaches.  The exterior walls of the proposed building will be composed of 
concrete block and finished with a natural rock veneer, with similar characteristics and colors as 
the adjacent riprap, the other City beach restrooms, and design elements of the adjacent Coronado 
Shores buildings.  The concrete roof of the building will be sealed with a tan colored waterproof 
membrane that blends in with the sand color of the beach when viewed from above.  Doors to four 
restrooms and a storage closet will be located only on the north side of the building.  The doors 
will be fiberglass painted a reddish brown color (Dunn Edwards Deep Crimson #DEA 152).  
Stainless steel mesh panels will be located above each of the doors providing ventilation to the 
restrooms.

Interior lighting will be recessed within the roof structure of each restroom stall.  Exterior lighting 
would also be recessed within the roof structure and shielded in such a way as to not stray beyond 
the immediate building overhang.  Water, sewer, and power lines will be underground and tied 
into existing lines within Avenida del Sol, using flexible connections with automatic shut-off 
valves.   

Public Correspondence 
Comments received during the EIR comment period are included in and responded to in the Final 
EIR. Since the close of the public comment period on the Draft EIR and release of the Final EIR,
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staff has received additional correspondence related to the project from Chatten Brown & Carstens, 
LLP; Whittington & Aulger; the California Coastal Commission; and two Coronado Shores 
residents (Attachment 6). Issues brought up by Chatten Brown & Carstens in their August 5, 2016,
letter include encouraging the City to look at alternate locations and questioning potential health 
impacts should the structure be flooded. These comments are addressed in a letter from the City’s 
consultant, Terra Costa (Attachment 7), and in a memo from the City’s Director of Public Services 
& Engineering (Attachment 8).

At the Design Review Commission hearing held for the subject project, a representative of Chatten 
Brown & Carstens pointed out that the City did not fully respond to their comment letter included 
in the Final EIR, which was an oversight. A memo in response to the oral testimony that the City 
did not fully respond to their comments has been prepared by the City’s CEQA consultant and is 
included as attachment 9.

Chatten Brown & Carstens submitted an additional comment letter on October 26, 2016, outlining 
their belief that the project violates Coronado Municipal Code Sections 86.74.020 and 86.74.030. 
They also purport that the City failed to adequately consider the need for a public restroom in the 
proposed location. These code sections are related to Waterfront Development, including 
development on sandy beaches and setbacks from an eroding beach. Consistent with LCP Policy 
III.A, CMC Section 86.74.020 states that no new development shall occur on existing public sandy 
beach areas, but goes on to state “an exception would be allowed for new or expanded permanent 
lifeguard facilities, restroom facilities, bikepaths, or similar public recreation facilities.” 
Therefore, and as substantiated in Response to Comment F-37 in the Final EIR, a restroom facility 
at the proposed location would be a permitted development on the City’s public sandy beach.  

Section 86.74.030 calls for “Permanent buildings… to be setback from an eroding beach or 
coastline a distance sufficient to assure that the development will not require mitigation measures 
to protect the development from the natural erosion process during the economic lifetime of the 
structures.” and also states that “The City Coastal Permit Administrator may request, through the 
City Council, the opinion of the Corps of Engineers, Scripps Oceanography Institute, or other 
qualified experts with regard to the possible erosion of beach area in the vicinity of the proposed 
construction in making a determination of required setbacks.” The author argues that the seawalls 
incorporated into the project design are considered mitigation measures to protect the structure 
from the natural erosion process, and that the City may want to request the opinion of the Corps 
of Engineers or Scripps. The design and location of the restroom, which was prepared and selected 
in consultation with a qualified expert as called for in Section 86.74.020, included seawalls on 
three sides as an extension of the project’s foundation, not as a mitigation measure. This restroom 
project is consistent with similarly approved projects in the sandy beach area, including the 
lifeguard tower at Central Beach, which also includes a seawall as approved by the Coastal 
Commission. For this project, the only mitigation measures proposed to be placed on this project
are to reduce construction noise to less than significant levels. There is no mitigation related to 
erosion.  

The City has substantiated the need for a public restroom in the South Beach area in the Final EIR 
in response to comment F-39. For the purposes of CEQA and the Coastal Permit, there is no 
requirement to adequately consider the need of the proposed improvements. CEQA exists to 
prevent or minimize substantial impacts to the environment. A coastal permit is issued under a 
city’s LCP and consistent with the Coastal Act to ensure the Coastal Act policies concerning 
environmental protection, visitor access, and development are met. The City determines the need 
and then designs the project consistent with these state laws.
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The letters received from Whittington and Aulger question whether the City has the right to 
construct a restroom at the proposed location and asks to see the Title showing the City has 
ownership of the proposed restroom location. These comment letters question the City’s ownership 
without providing any evidence that some other person owns this land. The area in question was 
dedicated to the City for public use by Subdivision Map 5687 and accepted by the City Council 
by Resolution 3562. The property remained the City’s through the two subsequent map changes 
to the Coronado Shores in Map 6640 and Map 6641. Map 6641 merely added back to the City a 
portion of the cul-de-sac that had reverted back to the developer in Map 6640.  Property owners 
may dedicate to a city land for any public purpose or a specific public purpose through the map 
approval process (e.g., Gov’t Code §§ 66439, 66477). “Considering a dedication as a voluntary 
transfer of an interest in land, it partakes both of a nature of a grant and of a gift, and is governed 
by the fundamental principles which control such transactions.” Inyo Cty. v. Given, 183 Cal. 415, 
418 (1920). Accordingly, the final map (Map No. 5687) granted and gifted fee title of Avenida del 
Sol to the City of Coronado for any public purpose, and no other document is required to 
demonstrate the City’s ownership of the project site.

The California Coastal Commission did not comment on the Draft EIR during the 45-day public 
comment period in 2015, but on October 18, 2016, they submitted a letter to the City regarding the 
proposed South Beach Restroom project. It outlined four basic concerns with the project; 1) that 
the project substantially blocks views from the public right-of-way; 2) that four specific alternative 
sites should be analyzed in the EIR; 3) that the use of a sheet-pile seawall would have adverse 
impacts on the area; and 4) that the Paseo del Mar improvements associated with the Hotel del 
Coronado Master Plan could be accommodated after construction of the proposed restroom. A
response to this letter from the California Coastal Commission has been provided as attachment 
10. City staff met with California Coastal Commission staff early on in the process to receive 
direction on the proposed project. California Coastal Commission staff requested the building be 
reoriented 90 degrees to be in line with Avenida del Sol instead of its original, perpendicular 
orientation, opening up views to and along the coast. The City made that change.

Staff received a comment letter from a resident of the Coronado Shores on October 25, 2016, who 
believes that the proposed location is prone to flooding, which may cause environmental impacts, 
and that two alternate locations (Hotel del Coronado parking lot and the Avenida de las Arenas 
parking lot) would be more appropriate. The flooding concern has been extensively addressed in 
the design of the restroom facility, in the EIR, and in the attachments to this staff report. As 
mentioned above in response to the California Coastal Commission letter regarding alternative 
locations, the City believes that a reasonable range of alternatives has been considered as required 
by CEQA, one of which was suggested by this comment letter, and no further alternatives analysis 
needs to be completed. Staff received an additional letter from a Coronado Shores resident on 
October 27, 2016, that outlined concerns related to view protection, flooding, and questioned why 
the City chose the subject site. A view impact analysis was prepared and included in the EIR 
showing no significant impacts. And, as previously addressed in this staff report and in the EIR, 
flooding and alternative sites have been adequately analyzed.  

Coastal Permit Expiration
Coronado Municipal Code Section 86.70.130 states that a Coastal Permit shall expire one year 
after the date of issuance, unless a finding of the ongoing nature of the activity is incorporated into 
the Resolution approving the Coastal Permit. It is recommended that the City Council incorporate 
said finding into the resolution due to the proposed project construction timeline. After 
certification of the EIR by the City Council, the City will allow the summer beach season to end 
before starting construction in approximately September 2017. It is anticipated that construction 
will take nine months to complete, allowing the restroom to be completed before the summer 2018 
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beach season. Therefore, due to the project schedule and timeline, it is requested that the Coastal 
Permit be valid for a minimum of two years from the date of issuance.   

Staff Recommendation
As outlined in this staff report and the project EIR materials, the proposed South Beach Restroom 
will not result in any significant and unavoidable adverse impacts, construction noise will be less 
than significant after implementation of mitigation measures, the project is consistent with the 
City’s Local Coastal Program and Coronado Municipal Code Chapters 86.70, 86.74 and 86.76,
and the exterior design meets the City’s design review standards. Therefore, staff recommends that 
the City Council adopt the attached resolution to: 

1. Certify the Final Environmental Impact Report for a proposed public restroom (South 
Beach restroom) adjoining the cul-de-sac at the southwesterly end of Avenida del Sol; 

2. Adopt a mitigation monitoring and reporting program;  
3. Adopt the required findings of fact pertaining to the Final EIR;
4. Direct staff to file a notice of determination; 
5. Approve the exterior design for the South Beach Restroom; and
6. Approve the Coastal Permit for the South Beach Restroom project. 

Submitted by:  Community Development Department/Brown
Attachments: 

1. Draft Resolution 
2. Project Plans
3. September 28, 2016, Design Review Commission Meeting Minutes
4.  Draft October 27, 2016, Planning Commission Meeting Minutes
5. Coastal Permit Jurisdiction Map 
6. Public Correspondence  
7. Terra Costa Response Letter Dated September 14, 2016 
8. Director of Public Services & Engineering Response Memo dated September 13, 2016 
9. Placeworks Response Memo to Design Review Commission Hearing Public Testimony
10. Placeworks Response Memo to October 18, 2016, California Coastal Commission Letter
    
Enclosures Under Separate Cover 
1. Final Environmental Impact Report for the South Beach Restroom   

CM ACM AS CA CC CD CE F L P PSE R/G
BBK TR N/A RRS MLC RAH EW N/A N/A N/A CMM N/A
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PlaceWorks

Figure 5-3 - Visual Simulation - North, Existing Elevation

SOUTH BEACH RESTROOM DRAFT EIR
CITY OF CORONADO

Simulated view of the restroom from the same location, as-
suming Avenida del Sol is at its current elevation.

Existing view of the project site from Avenida del Sol, north of the site.

Source: Hanna Gabriel Wells Architects, February 2015.
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